Holant problems are a framework for the analysis of counting complexity problems on graphs. This framework is simultaneously general enough to encompass many other counting problems on graphs and specific enough to allow the derivation of dichotomy results, partitioning all problem instances into those which can be solved in polynomial time and those which are #P-hard. The Holant framework is based on the theory of holographic algorithms, which was originally inspired by concepts from quantum computation, but this connection appears not to have been explored before.
Introduction
Quantum computation provided the inspiration for holographic algorithms [26] , which in turn inspired the Holant framework [9] . While Holant problems are an area of active research, so far there appear to have been no attempts to apply knowledge from quantum information theory or quantum computation to their analysis. Yet, as we show in the following, quantum information theory, and particularly the theory of quantum entanglement, offer promising new avenues of research into Holant problems.
The Holant framework encompasses a wide range of counting complexity problems on graphs, parameterised by sets of functions F . A signature grid is a mathematical object constructed by assigning a complex-valued Boolean function f v ∈ F to each vertex v in a finite graph in such a way that each edge incident on the vertex corresponds to an input of the function. The signature grid is then assigned a complex number, called the Holant, defined as:
where E is the set of edges of the graph, V the set of vertices, σ an assignment of Boolean values to each edge, and σ | E(v) the restriction of σ to the edges incident on v. The associated counting problem HOLANT (F ) is the following: given a signature grid with functions taken from F , find the value of the Holant [9] . From a quantum theory perspective, a signature grid can be thought of as a tensor network, where each function is considered to be a tensor with one index for each input. Then HOLANT (F ) is the problem of evaluating the contraction of that tensor network.
Counting complexity problems that can be expressed in the Holant framework include the problem of counting matchings or perfect matchings, counting vertex covers [9] , or counting Eulerian orientations functions involved -where only a finite number of functions is freely available, except for the dichotomy for #R 3 -CSP [10] . Furthermore, given that no dichotomy is known yet for HOLANT c with not necessarily symmetric functions, our result represents a step towards such a general HOLANT c dichotomy, as well as a general dichotomy for all Holant problems.
In the following, we introduce the Holant problem and associated notions in more detail in Section 2. In Section 3, we recap the relevant existing dichotomies and results. Next, we introduce the quantum perspective on Holant problems together with important notions from entanglement theory, this is in Section 4. We define and motivate the new family of Holant problems called HOLANT + and prove the dichotomy theorem in Section 5.
Holant problems
Holant problems are a framework for counting complexity problems on graphs, introduced by Cai et al. [9] , and based on the theory of holographic algorithms developed by Valiant [26] .
Let F be a set of complex-valued functions with Boolean inputs, also called signatures, and let G = (V, E) be an undirected graph with vertices V and edges E. Throughout, graphs are allowed to have parallel edges (i.e. E is a multi-set) and self-loops. A signature grid is a tuple Ω = (G, F , π) where G is an undirected graph, F is a set of functions, and π is a function that assigns to each n-ary vertex v ∈ V a function f v : {0, 1} n → C in F and also specifies which edge corresponds to which input.
A complex value called the Holant can be associated with each signature grid:
where σ | E(v) denotes the restriction of σ to the edges incident on v.
Definition 1. The Holant problem for a set of signatures F , denoted by HOLANT(F ), is defined as follows:
Input: a signature grid Ω = (G, F , π) over the signature set F , Output: Holant Ω .
The Holant problem is general enough to encode a wide range of counting problems defined on graphs, e.g. counting (not necessarily) perfect matchings, counting vertex covers, counting graph homomorphisms, or the counting constraint satisfaction problem [9, 5] . Simultaneously, it is specific enough to allow the derivation of dichotomy theorems: for all families of sets of signatures analysed so far, the complexity classification takes the form:
For any signature set F in the family, either HOLANT(F ) can be solved in polynomial time or HOLANT(F ) is #P-hard.
By an analogue of Ladner's Theorem about NP-intermediate problems [19] , such a dichotomy is not expected to hold for general counting problems [4] .
A symmetric signature is a function that depends only on the Hamming weight of the input. In other words, the value of this function does not change under interchange of any two inputs. Let f : {0, 1} n → C be symmetric. Then f is often written as:
where f k is the value f takes on inputs of Hamming weight k for k = 0, . . . , n. Many complexity results for the Holant problem are specifically about symmetric signatures, e.g. [8, 4] . A signature is called degenerate if it is a product of unary signatures. Any signature that cannot be expressed as a product of unary signatures is called non-degenerate. For example, the binary signature f satisfying:
f (x, y) = 1 if x = y = 0 0 otherwise (4) is degenerate: it can be written as f (x, y) = g(x)g(y), where:
The binary equality signature (= 2 ) = [1, 0, 1] on the other hand is non-degenerate: it is impossible to find two unary functions whose product is = 2 .
Given a bipartite graph, we can define a bipartite signature grid by specifying two signature sets F and G and assigning vertices from the first (second) partition signatures from F (G ). A bipartite signature grid is denoted by a tuple (G, F | G , π). The corresponding bipartite Holant problem is HOLANT(F | G ).
Signature grids in terms of vectors
As noted in [6] , any signature f : {0, 1} n → C can be considered as a complex vector of 2 n components indexed by {0, 1} n .
Let {|x } x∈{0,1} n be an orthonormal basis for C 2 n . 1 The vector corresponding to the signature f is then denoted by:
Suppose Ω = (G, F | G , π) is a bipartite signature grid, where G = (V,W, E) has vertex partitions V and W . Then the Holant for Ω can be written as:
where the tensor products are assumed to be ordered such that, everywhere, the two systems associated with the same edge meet.
Reductions
Given two counting problems A and B, the expression A ≤ T B denotes that there exists a polynomial time reduction from problem A to problem B, i.e. the complexity of A is at most that of B. If A ≤ T B and B ≤ T A, we write A ≡ T B.
Holographic reductions
The most important type of reduction -and the source of the name 'Holant problem' -are holographic reductions. Let M be a 2 by 2 complex matrix. Then, for any f : {0, 1} n → C, we write M • f for the function corresponding to the vector M ⊗n | f . Furthermore, for any signature set F , we write:
Theorem 1 (Valiant's Holant Theorem, [26] ). Suppose F and G are two sets of signatures, M an invertible 2 by 2 complex matrix, and Ω = (G, F | G , π) a signature grid. Let Ω = (G, M • F | (M −1 ) T • G , π ) be the signature grid resulting from Ω by replacing each f v or g w by M • f v or (M −1 ) T • g w , respectively. Then:
For completeness and to illustrate the use of the vector notation, we give a proof.
Proof. Use the definition of the Holant in terms of vectors, (7) . Then:
Holant 
Proof. Any signature grid can be made bipartite by adding a vertex in the middle of each edge and assigning to each new vertex the binary equality signature: i.e. given a signature grid Ω = (G, F , π), we can construct a bipartite signature grid:
where G results from G by adding an extra vertex in the middle of each edge and π is the function that is π on the original vertices and assigns = 2 to the new ones. Then, by construction, Holant Ω = Holant Ω . Now we can apply Theorem 1 to Ω to construct a new bipartite signature grid Ω = (G , O • F | {= 2 }, π ) with Holant Ω = Holant Ω , noting that:
for any 2 by 2 complex orthogonal matrix O. The corollary then follows by transforming Ω back into a non-bipartite signature grid by removing the equality vertices and merging the edges incident on them.
As a result of Valiant's Holant theorem, we thus have:
for any invertible 2 by 2 complex matrix M, and:
for any orthogonal 2 by 2 complex matrix O. The process of going from a signature set F to a set M • F is a holographic reduction.
Gadgets and polynomial interpolation
A gadget over a signature set F (also called F -gate) is a fragment of a signature grid with some 'dangling' edges. Any gadget can be assigned an effective signature g. If g is the effective signature of some gadget over F , g is said to be realisable over F . Lemma 3 ([4] ). Suppose F is some signature set and g is realisable over F . Then:
As multiplying one or more signatures by a constant does not change the complexity of a Holant instance, we consider a signature realisable if some multiple of it by a non-zero complex constant is realisable.
Following [23] , we define for any signature set F :
Then:
The concept of a gadget can be extended to bipartite signature grids. A left-side gadget over F | G is a fragment of a bipartite signature grid where all dangling edges are connected to vertices from the right partition, i.e. the gadget can be used as if it was in F . A right-side gadget can be defined analogously.
If g / ∈ S(F ), in certain cases it is nevertheless possible to show a result like (15) by analysing a family of signature grids that differ in specific ways. This process is called polynomial interpolation and will not be used here, though it is a crucial ingredient in some of the results we build upon. The interested reader can find a discussion of polynomial interpolation in [9] .
Existing results about the Holant problem
We now introduce the existing families of Holant problems and the associated dichotomy results.
Gadget constructions, which are at the heart of many reductions, are easier the more freely available signatures there are. As a result, several families of Holant problems have been defined, in which certain sets of signatures are freely available (and can thus be used in gadget constructions and polynomial interpolation). These families are:
• Complex-weighted Boolean #CSP, a counting constraint satisfaction problem, which corresponds to a Holant problem in which equality functions of any arity are freely available. Formally:
where G = {= 1 , = 2 , = 3 , . . .} with = 1 being the function that is equal to 1 one both inputs [9, 8, 10] .
• HOLANT * (F ), the Holant problem in which all unary signatures are available for free, i.e.:
where U is the set of all unary signatures [9, 4] .
• HOLANT c (F ), the Holant problem in which edges can be pinned to be 0 or 1, respectively. Formally:
where δ 0 (0) = 1, δ 0 (1) = 0, and the other way around for δ 1 [9, 8] .
In addition, there is, of course, plain HOLANT: the full Holant problem with no freely-available signatures [7, 23] .
The HOLANT * dichotomy
We first note the dichotomy for the Holant problem in which all unary signatures are freely available.
Given a bit string x, letx be its bit-wise complement. For a set of signatures F , denote by F the closure of F under tensor products. Furthermore, let:
• T be the set of all binary signatures,
• E the set of signatures which are non-zero only on two inputs x andx, and
• M the set of signatures which are non-zero only on inputs of Hamming weight at most 1.
The matrix K is useful because it satisfies K T K . = X, where ' . =' denotes equality up to non-zero scalar factor. In fact, up to multiplication by a diagonal matrix or by X itself, K is the only solution to this equation; see Appendix B.
Theorem 4 ([4]
). Let F be any set of complex valued functions in Boolean variables. The problem HOLANT * (F ) is polynomial time computable if:
where O is a complex orthogonal 2 by 2 matrix, or
In all other cases, HOLANT * (F ) is #P-hard. The dichotomy is still valid even if the inputs are restricted to planar graphs.
Note that the set KX • E is equal to K • E since X ∈ E , hence it does not need to be listed separately. Furthermore, the set E itself is included in the second tractable case by taking O to be the identity matrix. Subsets of M on the other hand become tractable only after a holographic transformation by K or KX.
The #CSP dichotomy
The set of equality signatures has rather different properties to that of unary signatures, hence the #CSP dichotomy is somewhat different to that for HOLANT * . In particular, a new family of tractable signatures arise, called 'affine signatures'. Definition 2. A signature f : {0, 1} n → C is called affine if it has the following form:
where c ∈ C, l : {0, 1} n → Z 2 is a linear function, q : {0, 1} n → Z 2 is a quadratic function, A is a m by n matrix with Boolean entries for some 0 ≤ m ≤ n, b ∈ {0, 1} m , and χ is a 0-1 indicator function:
In the above, i 2 = −1. The set of x such that Ax = b form an affine space, hence the name for this class of signatures. Note that all equality signatures are affine.
For the reader familiar with quantum information theory, the affine signatures correspond -up to a scalar factor -to stabilizer states (cf. Section 4.5).
Let A be the set of affine signatures, which is already closed under tensor products. Then the dichotomy for #CSP takes the following form. Theorem 5 ( [10] ). Suppose F is a class of functions mapping Boolean inputs to complex numbers.
The same dichotomy also holds for #R 3 -CSP, which corresponds to the following bipartite Holant problem [10] :
This dichotomy follows immediately from that for #CSP if F contains the binary (or indeed any nonunary) equality function, but it is non-trivial if F does not contain any non-unary equality functions.
Other dichotomies
There is no full dichotomy for HOLANT c yet, though there is a dichotomy that applies to sets of symmetric signatures only. This dichotomy for symmetric HOLANT c combines the tractable classes of HOLANT * and #CSP (up to an additional holographic transformation in the latter case).
Theorem 6 ([8])
. Let F be a set of complex symmetric signatures. HOLANT c (F ) is #P-hard unless F satisfies one of the following conditions, in which case it is tractable:
• HOLANT * (F ) is tractable (cf. Theorem 4), or
• there exists a T ∈ I such that F ⊆ T • A , where:
In the case of HOLANT with no free signatures, there exist the following results:
• a dichotomy for complex-valued symmetric signatures [7] , and
• a dichotomy for (not necessarily symmetric) signatures taking non-negative real values [23] .
We shall not explore those in any detail here.
Results about ternary symmetric signatures
There are some comprehensive results classifying the hardness of the Holant problem for bipartite signature sets of the form:
i.e. where one partition only contains binary vertices, the other only contains ternary ones, and all vertices of the same arity are assigned the same symmetric signature. In this case, the curly braces around the signature sets are often dropped from the notation. Furthermore, if the ternary signature is nondegenerate, it can always be mapped to [1, 0, 0, 1] or [1, 1, 0, 0] by a holographic transformation [8] . If the ternary signature is degenerate, the problem is tractable by the first case of Theorem 4. It thus suffices to consider the cases:
For [1, 0, 0, 1], note that there are non-trivial holographic transformations leaving this signature invariant [8] . In particular:
where ω is a third root of unity, i.e. ω 3 = 1. Thus, by Valiant's Holant Theorem:
This relationship can be used to reduce the number of symmetric binary signatures needing to be considered. Following [8] , a signature of the form [y 0 , y 1 , y 2 ] is called ω-normalised 3 if:
• there does not exist a primitive (3t)-th root of unity λ , where gcd(t, 3) = 1, such that y 2 = λ y 0 .
Similarly, a unary signature [a, b] is ω-normalised if:
• a = 0, or
• there does not exist a primitive (3t)-th root of unity λ , where gcd(t, 3) = 1, such that b = λ a.
If a binary signature is not ω-normalised, it can be made so through application of a holographic transformation of the form given in (29). Unary signatures will only be required when the binary signature has the form [0, y 1 , 0]; in that case the binary signature is ω-normalised and remains so under a holographic transformation that ω-normalises the unary signature. These definitions allow a characterisation of the Holant problem for bipartite signature grids, where there is a ternary equality signature on one partition and a non-degenerate symmetric binary signature on the other partition.
Theorem 7 ([8])
. Let G 1 , G 2 be two sets of signatures and let [y 0 , y 1 , y 2 ] be a ω-normalised and nondegenerate signature. In the case of y 0 = y 2 = 0, further assume that G 1 contains a unary signature [a, b] which is ω-normalised and satisfies ab = 0. Then:
More specifically,
is #P-hard unless:
in which cases the problem is in FP.
Any signature reducible to [1, 1, 0, 0] via holographic transformations can be written as [x 0 , x 1 , x 2 , x 3 ] with [9] :
• x k = Akα k−1 + Bα k , where A = 0, or
For α = 0, kα k−1 is considered to be 1 if k = 1 and zero for the other values of k. The second case above is equivalent to the first one under a relabelling of the inputs 0 ↔ 1. It thus suffices to consider the first case without loss of generality. This yields the following result.
is #P-hard unless α = ±i, in which case the problem is in FP.
Note that the case α = ±i corresponds exactly to
In the case where a binary symmetric signature is present, we have:
and [y 0 , y 1 , y 2 ] satisfy one of the following conditions, in which case the problem is in FP:
•
• there is a 2 by 2 matrix M such that:
with * denoting an arbitrary complex number.
Hence, to show that a Holant problem is #P-hard, it suffices to construct a ternary symmetric nondegenerate signature that falls into one of the #P-hard cases of one of the above theorems when combined with the binary equality signature; or a ternary and a non-trivial binary signature that do. Yet even that gadget construction is not in general easy or necessarily even possible. We therefore introduce a new family of Holant problems, motivated by results from quantum theory, and explicitly designed to enable the construction of ternary symmetric non-degenerate signatures. 4 The quantum state perspective on signature grids
In Section 2.1, we introduced the idea of considering signatures as complex vectors. This perspective is useful for proving Valiant's Holant Theorem, which is at the heart of the theory of Holant problems.
But the vector notation has further advantages: it gives a connection to the theory of quantum computation. In quantum computation and quantum information, the basic system of interest is a qubit (quantum bit), which takes the place of the usual bit in standard computer science. The state of a qubit is described by a vector 4 in C 2 . The state of n qubits is described by a vector in:
Now, C 2 ⊗n is isomorphic to C 2 n . Thus, the vector associated with an n-ary signature can be considered to be a quantum state of n qubits. Quantum states are normally required to have norm 1, but for the methods used here, multiplication by a non-zero complex number does not make a difference, so we can work with states having arbitrary norms. Let {|0 , |1 } be an orthonormal basis for C 2 . We call this the computational basis. The induced basis on C 2 ⊗n is labelled by {|x } x∈{0,1} n as a short-hand, e.g. we write:
This is just the same as the basis introduced in Section 2.1. In quantum theory, the Hermitian adjoint or conjugate transpose of a vector |ψ is written as ψ|. The inner product of a vector |ψ with a vector |φ is then denoted ψ|φ . The Holant picture does not involve any complex conjugation. Nevertheless, we will sometimes use the notation ψ|φ , either if the components of |ψ are real so that complex conjugation leaves it invariant, or if |ψ is an arbitrary element of a set that is closed under complex conjugation.
If |φ is a single-qubit state and |ψ an n-qubit state, the notation φ | k |ψ for 1 ≤ k ≤ n, denotes the signature associated with the gadget in which a node with signature |φ is connected to the k-th output of |ψ .
From now on, we will use standard Holant terminology and quantum terminology interchangeably, and sometimes mix the two.
Holographic transformations and SLOCC
Holographic transformations also have a natural interpretation in quantum information theory: going from an n-qubit state | f to M ⊗n | f , where M is some invertible 2 by 2 matrix, is a 'stochastic local operation with classical communication' or SLOCC [3, 13] . This term means that if n people hold a qubit each and the n qubits are in the joint state | f , there is a procedure for transforming the state | f to M ⊗n | f using only:
• local operations, i.e. operations that can be applied on one qubit without needing access to the others, and
• classical communication, i.e. communication of non-quantum information, which succeeds with non-zero probability. SLOCC operations are slightly more general than holographic transformations, in that the former do not need to be symmetric under interchange of the qubits. The most general SLOCC operation on an n-qubit state is given by:
where
. . M n are invertible complex 2 by 2 matrices [13].
Entanglement and its classification
One major difference between quantum theory and preceding theories of physics (known as 'classical physics') is the possibility of entanglement in states of multiple systems.
Definition 3. A state of multiple systems is entangled if it cannot be written as a tensor product of states of individual systems.
Example. In the case of two qubits:
is a product state -it can be written as (|0 + |1 ) ⊗ (|0 + |1 ). On the other hand, consider the state:
It is impossible to find single-qubit states | f , |g ∈ C 2 such that | f ⊗|g = |00 +|11 . Thus, |00 +|11 is entangled.
Where a state involves more than two systems, it is possible for some of the systems to be entangled with each other and for other systems to be in a product state with respect to the former. Even when all systems are entangled with each other, when there are more than two subsystems, there are different ways in which this can happen. We sometimes use the term genuinely entangled state to refer to a state in which no subsystem is in a product state with the others. For example, |000 + |111 is genuinely entangled but |0 ⊗ (|00 + |11 ) is not.
Entanglement is an important resource in quantum computation, where it has been shown that quantum speedups are impossible without the presence of unboundedly growing amounts of entanglement [18] . Similarly, it is a resource in quantum information theory. There, the standard set-up for quantum tasks involves several parties sharing an entangled state. Each party may perform arbitrary (physicallyallowed) operations locally on her subsystem but does not have access to the other subsystems. Additionally, the parties can communicate over a classical (i.e. non-quantum) channel [24] . Examples of such protocols include quantum teleportation [2] and quantum key distribution [14] .
It therefore makes sense to introduce the following equivalence relation on entangled states.
Definition 4. Two n-qubit states are equivalent under SLOCC if one can be transformed into the other using SLOCC. More formally: suppose | f and |g are two n-qubit states. Then | f ∼ SLOCC |g if and only if there exist invertible complex 2 by 2 matrices M 1 , M 2 , . . . M n such that:
The equivalence classes of this relation are called entanglement classes or SLOCC classes. For two qubits, there is only one class of entangled states, i.e. all entangled two-qubit states are equivalent to |00 + |11 under SLOCC. For three qubits, there are two classes of genuinely entangled states [13] . The first one is called GHZ class, these are states that are equivalent under SLOCC to the GHZ state:
The second one is called W class and the standard representative is the W state:
For more than three qubits, there are infinitely many SLOCC classes. It is possible to partition these into families which share similar properties. Yet, so far, there is no consensus as to how to partition the classes: there are different schemes for partitioning even the four-qubit entanglement classes, yielding different families [27, 21, 1] .
It is sometimes useful to generalise the definitions of GHZ and W states to n-qubit states.
Definition 5. The generalised GHZ state on n qubits is:
The generalised W state on n qubits is:
This makes the n-qubit generalised GHZ state equal to |00 . . . 0 + |11 . . . 1 , i.e. it is the state corresponding to the n-ary equality signature. The n-qubit generalised W state is:
i.e. it corresponds to the indicator function for inputs of Hamming weight 1. We sometimes drop the word 'generalised' when talking about generalised GHZ or W states. It should generally be clear from context whether or not we mean the three-qubit state specifically.
Identifying types of three-qubit entanglement
Li et al. [22] give an equational procedure for identifying the entanglement class of a three-qubit state from the its coefficients in the computational basis. We recap their results here.
Let |ψ be a three-qubit state and write:
• |ψ is in the GHZ class if and only if:
• |ψ is in the W class if and only if (43) is not satisfied and additionally the following holds:
There are also inequalities for identifying the not-genuinely-entangled classes, which we do not use in this paper.
The inductive entanglement classification
One approach for partitioning the entanglement classes of multi-qubit states into families is the inductive entanglement classification by Lamata et al. [20] . In this scheme, the partition of n-qubit entangled states relies on the partition of (n − 1)-qubit entangled states; hence the name. The idea is the following. Consider an n-qubit genuinely entangled state |ψ . This state can be written as:
where |φ 0 , |φ 1 are (n − 1)-qubit states. As |ψ is entangled, |φ 0 and |φ 1 must be linearly independent.
Families of entanglement classes can now be defined according to the types of entangled vectors found in W = span{|φ 0 , |φ 1 }.
In the three-qubit case, the GHZ class contains the states for which W contains two linearly independent product vectors while the W class contains the states for which any basis of W contains at least one entangled vector [20] .
In the four-qubit case, the inductive classification yields 10 families of genuinely entangled states [21, 1] . For each family, one can derive a set of representative states, each of which contains the smallest possible number of free parameters, such that any member of the family can be reduced to a representative state by SLOCC.
As an example, one of the four-qubit entanglement families is that of four-qubit GHZ states, which are of the form:
for some complex invertible 2 by 2 matrices A, B,C, D. Another family, usually labelled W 0 k Ψ,0 k Ψ , has representatives:
where λ , µ ∈ C with λ = µ. Any state in the family is equivalent under SLOCC to one of the representatives with appropriate values of λ and µ.
More information about the inductive entanglement classification is given in Appendix A, where details of the classification of four-and five-qubit states are used.
The existing results in the quantum picture
Several of the existing dichotomies have a very simple description in the quantum picture.
The tractable cases of the HOLANT * dichotomy (cf. Section 3.1) can be described as follows:
• either there is no multipartite entanglement -this corresponds to the case F ⊆ T , or
• there is GHZ-type multipartite entanglement but it is impossible to produce W-type multipartite entanglement via gadgets -this corresponds to the cases
• there is W-type multipartite entanglement and it is impossible to produce GHZ-type multipartite entanglement via gadgets -this corresponds to the case
By GHZ-type entanglement we mean states that are equivalent to generalised GHZ states under SLOCC, and similarly for W-type entanglement. The tractable case of #CSP (cf. Theorem 5) that does not appear in HOLANT * is also easy to describe in the quantum picture: in quantum theory, the states corresponding to affine signatures are known as stabilizer states [11] . These states and the associated operations play an important role in the context of quantum error-correcting codes [16] and are thus at the core of most attempts to build large-scale quantum computers [12] . Nevertheless, the fragment of quantum theory consisting of stabilizer states and operations that preserve the set of stabilizer states is efficiently simulable on a classical computer [16] ; this result is known as the Gottesman-Knill theorem.
In other words, the Holant problem and quantum information theory are linked not only by quantum algorithms being an inspiration for holographic algorithms. Instead, the known-to-be tractable signature sets of various Holant problems correspond directly to sets of states that are of independent interest in quantum computation and quantum information theory.
HOLANT +
The new family of Holant problems, called HOLANT + , sits in between HOLANT * and HOLANT c : it has only a small number of free signatures, which are all unary. Yet, using results from quantum theory, these can be shown to be sufficient for constructing the gadgets required to use Theorem 7 and Lemma 8.
Formally, this variant of the Holant problem is defined as follows:
where |+ = |0 + |1 corresponds to the 'unary equality function' and |− = |0 − |1 is a vector that is orthogonal to |+ . In quantum theory, the set {|+ , |− } (or their normalised equivalents) are known as the Hadamard basis, since they are related to the computational basis vectors by a Hadamard transformation:
=' means equality up to scalar factor and:
Why these free signatures?
The definition of HOLANT + is motivated by the following result from quantum theory, which we give here in updated notation.
Theorem 10 ([25],[15]).
Let |Ψ be an n-system entangled state. For any two of the n systems, there exists a projection, onto a tensor product of states of the other (n−2) systems, that leaves the two systems in an entangled state.
The original proof of this statement in [25] was flawed but it has recently been corrected [15] . The following corollary is not stated explicitly in either paper, but can be seen to hold by inspecting the proof in [15] .
Corollary 11. Let |Ψ be an n-qubit entangled state. For any two of the n qubits, there exists a projection of the other (n − 2) qubits onto a tensor product of computational and Hadamard basis states that leaves the two qubits in an entangled state.
In other words, Theorem 10 holds when the systems are restricted to qubits and the projectors are restricted to be products of computational and Hadamard basis states. Here, it is crucial to have projectors taken from two bases that are linked by the Hadamard transformation -the corollary works only in that case.
Using the inductive entanglement classification, we now extend this result to the following theorem, which is proved in Section 5.3.
Theorem 12. Let |Ψ be an n-qubit entangled state with n ≥ 3. There exists some choice of three of the n qubits and a projection of the other (n − 3) qubits onto a tensor product of computational and Hadamard basis states that leaves the three qubits in a genuinely entangled state.
This result is stronger than Theorem 10 in that we construct entangled three-qubit states rather than two-qubit ones, but on the other hand we do not require the result to hold for all choices of three qubits: all we require is the existence of some choice of three qubits for which it does hold.
The dichotomy theorem
Using Theorem 12, we prove our main result, a dichotomy for HOLANT + applying to complex, not necessarily symmetric signatures. This is the only dichotomy with these properties where only a finite number of signatures are assumed to be freely available, other than the dichotomy for #R 3 -CSP [10] .
Theorem 13. Let F be a set of complex signatures. HOLANT + (F ) is in FP if F satisfies one of the following conditions:
In all other cases, the problem is #P-hard.
The tractable cases are almost the same as those for symmetric HOLANT c (see Theorem 6), now without the restriction to symmetric signatures. The only difference is that the holographic transformations allowed in the affine case of the HOLANT c dichotomy are trivial in the case of HOLANT + : any transformation that maps {|= 2 , |0 , |1 , |+ , |− } to a subset of A must itself be in A .
The tractability proof for Theorem 13 follows immediately by reduction to HOLANT * or #CSP, respectively. For the hardness proof, we use Theorem 12 to construct signatures corresponding to threequbit entangled states. We then show that, unless we are in one of the tractable cases, it is possible to construct ternary gadgets with non-degenerate symmetric signatures. If the ternary symmetric signature is of GHZ type, Theorem 7 applies. If the ternary symmetric signature is of W type but not in K • M or KX • M , we use Lemma 8. Finally, if the ternary symmetric signature is contained in K • M (or KX • M ), then by assumption the set of available signatures F must contain some signature that is not in K • M (or KX • M , respectively) -else the problem is already known to be tractable. We show how to use such a signature to construct a binary symmetric signature that is not in K • M (or KX • M , respectively). Then the desired result follows by Lemma 8.
Theorem 12 is proved in Section 5.3. The gadget constructions for ternary symmetric signatures and the associated proofs are given in Section 5.4. The gadget construction for a symmetric binary signature that is not in K • M (or KX • M ) follows in Section 5.5. Section 5.6 contains the hardness proof itself, which completes the proof of the main theorem.
Proof of Theorem 12
The theorem is proved inductively: we show that, given an n-qubit entangled state with n > 3, it is possible to project some qubit onto a computational or Hadamard basis state in such a way that at least one of the tensor factors of the remaining state has multipartite entanglement, i.e. contains more than 2 qubits that are entangled with each other.
There are still several components to the inductive proof:
• for n ≥ 7, we use a generic combinatorial argument based on Theorem 10,
• for n = 6, we use a more specialised combinatorial argument,
• the combinatorial arguments fail for n < 6, so we prove the cases n = 5 and n = 4 using (rather lengthy) case distinctions based on the inductive entanglement classification [20, 21, 1] (cf. Section 4.4).
Given a non-zero state that is a tensor product of several factors, it is straightforward to construct a gadget for one of the tensor factors: each of the other tensor factors must have at least one coefficient non-zero when expressed in the computational basis. Project the factor onto that computational basis state; the resulting scalar does not affect the complexity of a Holant problem.
As explained in Section 4, φ | denotes the Hermitian adjoint of |φ ; the inner product of two vectors |φ , |ψ in some complex Hilbert space is written as φ |ψ . Furthermore, we write:
to denote the projection of the k-th qubit of |ψ onto the state |φ . A gadget illustrating this idea is shown in Figure 1 . The gadget does not actually represent a complex inner product -no Hermitian conjugates are involved -but since computational and Hadamard basis states have real coefficients, the notation can be used anyway.
Lemma 14. Let |Ψ be an n-qubit genuinely entangled state, where n ≥ 7. Then there exists a state |θ ∈ {|0 , |1 , |+ , |− } such that the state θ | n |Ψ contains multipartite entanglement.
Proof. After projecting the n-th qubit onto |θ , we are left with an (n − 1)-qubit state |Φ = θ | n |Ψ . As |Ψ is genuinely entangled, Theorem 10 applies, i.e. for any pair of qubits there exists some projection of the remaining (n − 2) qubits onto a product of computational and Hadamard basis states that leaves the two original qubits in an entangled state. Projecting onto a product of single-qubit states does not increase entanglement. Thus for each size-two subset of the first (n − 1) qubits, there must be some choice of |θ so that the two qubits in the subset remain entangled after projection. Now if n ≥ 7 then the state after projection contains at least six qubits. That means there are at least five different qubits the first qubit could be entangled with. On the other hand, there are only four different projectors. By the pigeonhole principle, this means there is at least one choice of |θ for which the first qubit is entangled with more than one other qubit. Thus the corresponding post-projection state |Φ contains multipartite entanglement.
The argument from Lemma 14 fails for n = 6 as there are five qubits left after projection, which means four possible entanglement partners for any given qubit -corresponding exactly to the four projections. Nevertheless, this case can also be resolved by a combinatorial argument.
Lemma 15. Let |Ψ be a six-qubit genuinely entangled state. Then there exists a state |θ chosen from the set of single-qubit computational and Hadamard basis states {|0 , |1 , |+ , |− } such that θ | 6 |Ψ contains multipartite entanglement.
Proof. Suppose, for a contradiction, that each of the four post-projection states is a tensor product of one-and two-qubit entangled states. This gives the following possible structures for the state θ | 6 |Ψ :
• a tensor product of five single-qubit states,
• a tensor product of one two-qubit entangled state and three single-qubit states, or
• a tensor product of two two-qubit entangled states and one single-qubit state. As mentioned above, these combinatorial arguments fail for n < 6. Instead, for n = 4 and 5, we look at the different families of entanglement classes arising from the inductive entanglement classification, and show that in each case there is a projection that leaves the remaining qubits in an entangled state. The proofs are long and involved; they may be found in Appendix A.
Lemma 16. Let |Ψ be a genuinely entangled four-qubit state. Then there exists a state |θ chosen from the set of single-qubit computational and Hadamard basis states {|0 , |1 , |+ , |− } such that |Φ = θ | 1 |Ψ is genuinely three-partite entangled.
Lemma 17. Let |Ψ be a genuinely entangled five-qubit state. Then there exists a state |θ chosen from the set of single-qubit computational basis states and Hadamard basis states {|0 , |1 , |+ , |− } such that |Φ = θ | 1 |Ψ contains multipartite entanglement.
With these lemmas, we can now prove the desired result:
Proof of Theorem 12. If n = 3, no qubits are projected and the result is trivial. For n = 4, 5 or 6, see Lemmas 16, 17 and 15, respectively. The case n ≥ 7 is considered in Lemma 14. These lemmas can be applied repeatedly until there are only three qubits left.
We have shown that we can construct a ternary non-degenerate signature in HOLANT + as long as there is some signature in the set that does contain multipartite entanglement. If there is not, the problem is tractable anyway by the T case of the dichotomy for HOLANT * in Theorem 4.
Yet, to be able to use the results recounted in Section 3.4, we need to be able to construct symmetric ternary non-degenerate signatures.
Symmetrising ternary signatures
To be able to use the results recounted in Section 3.4, we require symmetric ternary entangled signatures. The signatures constructed according to the process outlined in the previous section are ternary and entangled, but they are not generally symmetric. Nevertheless, as we show in this section, it is possible to use the general ternary entangled signatures to construct symmetric ones (possibly with the help of an additional binary non-degenerate signature).
We prove this by distinguishing cases according to whether the ternary signature constructed using Theorem 12 is in the GHZ or W entanglement class.
First, consider a general GHZ class state |ψ . This state is related to |GHZ by SLOCC, i.e. there exist invertible complex 2 by 2 matrices A, B,C such that:
We can then draw the signature associated with |ψ as a 'virtual gadget': The 'boxes' denoting the matrices are non-symmetric because the matrices will not in general be symmetric. The white dot represents the GHZ state. This notation is not meant to imply that the signatures A, B,C or the ternary equality signature are available on their own. It will simply make things easier to think of the signature as such a composite rather than a single object. Three copies of |ψ can be connected up to form the rotationally symmetric gadget shown in Figure  2 . In fact, the signature for that gadget is fully symmetric, in the sense that its value depends only on the Hamming weight of the inputs. On the other hand, it may not be entangled or it may have the all-zero signature.
For a general non-symmetric |ψ there are three different such symmetric gadgets that can be constructed by permuting the roles of A, B, and C in Figure 2 -in particular, which of the three ends up on the external edge of the gadget.
Lemma 18. Let |ψ be a three-qubit GHZ class state, i.e. |ψ = (A ⊗ B ⊗ C) |GHZ for some invertible 2 by 2 matrices A, B,C. Then at least one of the three possible symmetric gadgets resulting from permutations of A, B,C in Figure 2 is non-degenerate unless |ψ ∈ K • E and is furthermore already symmetric.
Proof. Consider the gadget in Figure 2 and write:
Then the signature of that gadget is:
The SLOCC transformation by A ⊗3 does not change the entanglement class of the state, hence we ignore it from now on. By the result of Li et al. given in Section 4.3, this is a GHZ class state if and only if:
Now, as M is invertible, we have ad − bc = 0. Continuing with the analysis from Li et al., we find that (52) is a W SLOCC class state if either ad + 3bc = 0 or a = 0 or d = 0, and vanishes if a = d = 0; other combinations of zero coefficients are excluded by the assumption of invertibility of M.
As noted above, there are actually three different gadgets that can be constructed from the same nonsymmetric three-qubit state, by cyclically permuting the roles of A, B, and C in Figure 2 
respectively, for some β 0 , β 1 , γ 0 , γ 1 ∈ C \ {0}. Then:
where I is the 2 by 2 identity matrix. This state is always symmetric. Furthermore, we find that:
where α 0 , α 1 ∈ C \ {0}. As the left-hand side of this equality is invariant under transpose, we must in fact have α 0 = α 1 , i.e.:
It is straightforward to check that all matrices satisfying (58) must be of the form (see Appendix B):
for some a 0 , a 1 ∈ C \ {0}. But then:
This completes the proof.
We have shown that given a GHZ class signature, we can always construct a non-degenerate symmetric ternary signature: whenever the original signature is not already symmetric, we can use the gadget in Figure 2 . The new signature may be in the GHZ or the W class.
A similar approach works for W class signatures, though in some cases an additional binary signature is required.
Lemma 19. Let |ψ be a three-qubit W class state, i.e. |ψ = (A ⊗ B ⊗C) |W for some invertible 2 by 2 matrices A, B,C. If |ψ ∈ K • M (or |ψ ∈ KX • M ), assume that we also have a two-qubit entangled state |φ that is not in K • M (or KX • M , respectively). Then we can construct a symmetric three-qubit entangled state.
Proof. First note that if |ψ ∈ K • M and |φ / ∈ K • M , then:
where a 1 a 2 a 4 = 0 by entanglement of |ψ , b 0 b 3 − b 1 b 2 = 0 by entanglement of |φ and b 3 = 0 because |φ / ∈ K • M . Then we can construct a gadget by connecting the second input of a vertex carrying the signature corresponding to |φ to the first input of a vertex carrying the signature corresponding to |ψ :
This gadget has signature:
As a 1 , a 2 and b 3 must be non-zero, the coefficients of |101 and |110 are non-zero: hence this state is not in K • M . A similar argument works for KX • M . Hence we can assume that |ψ / ∈ K • M ∪ KX • M by replacing it with the above gadget if necessary.
If the circular dots in Figure 2 are W states then that diagram represents a gadget consisting of three copies of |ψ , again each decomposed into a 'virtual gadget'. Let:
Then the signature of the gadget in Figure 2 is:
As before, the SLOCC transformation by A ⊗3 does not change the entanglement class of the state, so we ignore it from now on. By the result of Li et al. [22] given in Section 4.3, the gadget represents a GHZ class state if 4(ad − bc) 3 a 6 = 0. The matrix M is invertible, so det M = ad − bc = 0. Therefore, the gadget fails to be a GHZ state only if a = 0. In that case, (66) reduces to [b 3 + c 3 , 0, 0, 0], which is degenerate.
For simplicity, relabel A, B,C to A 1 , A 2 , A 3 . Each of those matrices can be written in PLDU form as a product of either the identity or X, a lower triangular matrix with ones on the diagonal, an invertible diagonal matrix, and an upper triangular matrix with ones on the diagonal:
As in Lemma 18, there are different ways of combining the three non-symmetric signatures into a symmetric gadget. To take these into account, we assume that the matrix M (the edge function between two vertices with signature |W ) is equal to A T i A j for some i, j ∈ {1, 2, 3} with i = j. Thus:
which means that:
Up to transpose (which does not change the value of M 00 ), there are three different ways of combining three copies of |Ψ in a symmetrical way. The symmetrisation procedure fails only if none of those work, i.e. if:
• P 1 = P 2 = P 3 and 0 = 1 + α 1 α 2 = 1 + α 2 α 3 = 1 + α 1 α 3 , which means α 1 = α 2 = α 3 = ±i, or
• P 1 = P 2 = P 3 and 0 = 1 + α 1 α 2 = α 1 + α 3 = α 2 + α 3 , which means α 1 = α 2 = −α 3 = ±i, or
• any permutation of 1, 2, 3 in the above.
Note that K and KX have the following PLDUs:
Consider the case P 1 = P 2 = P 3 = I and α 1 = α 2 = α 3 = i; the other cases can be treated analogously. We can write A k as:
Analogous arguments work for the other failure cases: we always find that all A k correspond to a product of K and some upper triangular matrix, or all correspond to a product of KX with some upper triangular matrix. Now, if U 1 ,U 2 ,U 3 are all upper triangular, then:
Thus, the symmetrisation procedure fails only if |ψ ∈ K •M or |ψ ∈ KX •M . But under the conditions of the lemma, we were able to assume that |ψ was not in either of those sets. Hence the gadget works in all required cases.
Constructing binary signatures
We have shown in the previous section that it is possible to construct a non-degenerate ternary symmetric signature from any ternary GHZ class signature; this is Lemma 18. Furthermore, we have shown in Lemma 19 that a similar result holds for ternary W class signatures -though if the W class signature is in K • M or KX • M , that result requires the presence of a non-degenerate binary signature not in that set.
Here, we show that if the full signature set F is not a subset of K • M (or KX • M ), then it is possible to construct a symmetric binary gadget over F ∪ {|0 , |1 , |+ , |− } whose signature is not in K • M (or KX • M , respectively). This signature can be used in Lemma 19 , and it will also be required for a hardness proof according to Theorem 9.
Lemma 20. Suppose |ψ is a genuinely entangled n-qubit state with n ≥ 2, and |ψ / ∈ K • M . Then there exists a non-degenerate binary gadget over {|ψ , |0 , |1 , |± } with signature |ϕ / ∈ K • M .
Proof. If n = 2, |ψ is the desired binary signature and we are done. Otherwise, note the following: connected gadgets over {|ψ , |0 , |1 , |± } containing exactly one copy of |ψ are in one-to-one correspondence with connected gadgets over {K −1 • |ψ , |± , |±i } containing exactly one copy of K −1 • |ψ . Here, |±i = |0 ± i |1 .
The problem of finding a binary gadget over {|ψ , |0 , |1 , |± } with signature not in K • M is then equivalent to that of finding a binary gadget over {K −1 • |ψ , |± , |±i } with signature not in M , as long as the gadget also satisfies the above conditions.
In this case, we proceed by induction. We will show that, given a k-qubit state |θ satisfying:
for some y 3 , . . . , y k ∈ {0, 1}, and:
for some |φ 3 , . . . , |φ k ∈ C 2 , it is possible to construct a (k − 1)-qubit state satisfying analogous properties. If k = 2, these conditions are just those of being non-degenerate and not an element of M . First, note that |ψ = K −1 • |ψ satisfies the properties: The assumption |ψ / ∈ K • M implies |ψ / ∈ M . Therefore, there exists an n-bit string y with Hamming weight at least 2 such that y|ψ = 0. Wlog, assume y 1 = y 2 = 1 (otherwise relabel the qubits). Then the condition becomes equivalent to (74), with |θ = |ψ . Furthermore, as |ψ is genuinely entangled, so is |ψ . Thus, by Theorem 10, there exist |φ 3 , . . . , |φ n ∈ {|± , |±i } such that the state φ 3 | 3 . . . φ n | n |ψ is entangled. In other words, there exist single-qubit projections such that (75) holds for |θ = |ψ . Now, for the inductive step, assume we have a k-qubit state |θ satisfying both (74) and (75). If |φ ∈ {|± , |±i }, we can write φ | as 0| + α 1|, where α ∈ {±1, ±i}. Then the expression:
is a linear polynomial in α. If y 3 , . . . , y k−1 are chosen to satisfy (74), the polynomial is not identically zero. Hence this expression vanishes for at most one value of α. Furthermore, the expression:
is a quadratic polynomial in α. By (75), that polynomial is not identically zero. Hence, the expression vanishes for at most two values of α. As a consequence, there must be at least one value of α for which both (75) and:
are satisfied. For this α, φ | k |θ is an (n − 1)-qubit state which is not in M and in which the first two qubits are entangled. If this state is not separable, repeat the procedure on the full state. If it is separable, pick the tensor factor containing the first two qubits: this will be a state not contained in M . Thus, by induction, the desired binary signature can be constructed. The binary signature required in Lemma 19 does not need to be symmetric, only non-degenerate. Yet to show hardness using Theorem 9, a symmetric non-degenerate binary signature is needed.
Lemma 21. Suppose |ψ ∈ K • M is a three-qubit symmetric entangled state and |φ / ∈ K • M is a twoqubit entangled state. Then there exists a gadget over {|ψ , |φ , |0 , |1 , |± } such that its signature |ϕ is a two-qubit symmetric entangled state and |ϕ / ∈ K • M .
Proof. We can write:
where v, φ 00 , φ 01 , φ 10 ∈ C and . = denotes equality up to non-zero constant scalar factor. As |φ / ∈ K • M , φ 11 must be non-zero; we have normalised it to 1 for simplicity.
Connecting a state from the set {|0 , |1 , |± } to |ψ gives a new state:
where v ∈ {v ± i, v ± 1}. Now sandwich a copy of this state between |φ and its transpose as in Figure  3 . That gadget has signature:
This signature is symmetric and non-degenerate for all v . Furthermore, |ϕ ∈ K • M only if v = −2φ 10 . Thus, there is a choice of single-qubit state in {|0 , |1 , |± } such that the gadget satisfies the requirements.
An analogous argument holds with KX instead of K. Hence, we can construct a non-degenerate symmetric binary signature satisfying the required properties whenever needed.
The hardness proof
Suppose F is not in one of the tractable cases. Then, in particular, F ⊆ T -i.e. F must contain multipartite entanglement (cf. Section 3.1).
It is therefore possible to use Theorem 12 to construct a ternary entangled signature. The quantum state associated with this signature must be either in the GHZ or in the W SLOCC class.
In the GHZ case, it is always possible to construct a non-degenerate symmetric ternary signature by Lemma 18. In the W case, if the ternary signature is not in K • M or KX • M , it can be used to construct a non-degenerate ternary symmetric signature on its own by Lemma 19. If the ternary signature is in K • M , by Lemma 20, we can construct a binary signature that is not in K • M since F ⊆ K • M ; and similarly with KX instead of K. This then enables the use of Lemma 19.
Hence if F is not one of the tractable sets, it is always possible to construct a non-degenerate symmetric ternary signature. Again, the quantum state associated with this signature must be either in the GHZ or in the W SLOCC class.
If it is a GHZ class state, use the following theorem and corollary to reduce the problem to Theorem 7. This theorem yields #P-hardness unless F is a subset of O • E or of A , in which cases the problem is tractable.
Lemma 22. Let f be a signature and G a set of signatures. Then:
(80) This process can be used whether or not f is in G . Thus the proof is complete.
Corollary 23. Let f be a signature and G a set of signatures, and let M be an invertible 2 by 2 matrix. Then:
Proof. This follows from Lemma 22 and Valiant's Holant theorem.
If the non-degenerate symmetric ternary signature |ψ constructed in Section 5.4 is in the W class, by Lemma 8, the problem is #P-hard unless the signature is in K • M (or KX • M ). In the latter case, as Consider the case |ψ ∈ K • M , i.e.:
for some v ∈ C. Then the symmetric binary signature |ϕ constructed in Lemma 21 is, up to scalar factor:
for some v , φ 00 , φ 01 , φ 10 ∈ C satisfying φ 00 − φ 01 φ 10 = 0 and v ∈ {v ± i, v ± 1}. Thus:
where:
The signature associated with M • |ϕ is:
• 2φ 00 φ 01 + φ 
On input 00, this signature takes the value 2φ 01 + v , which is non-zero by the construction of |ϕ . Now, if we have a set of states F and a symmetric ternary W-class state |ψ , Holant({|ψ }) is #P-hard unless |ψ ∈ K • M . But in the latter case, unless F ⊆ K • M , we can construct a binary symmetric entangled state |ϕ / ∈ K • M . Then Holant({|ψ } | {|ϕ }) is #P-hard by the result of Cai et al. [8] quoted in Section 3.4.
A similar argument holds with KX instead of K. This concludes the #P-hardness proof. We have thus proved Theorem 13.
Conclusions
Inspired by the connection between holographic algorithms and quantum computation, we apply knowledge from quantum information theory to Holant problems. In particular, we reformulate existing dichotomies in the framework of quantum entanglement, leading to a concise way of expressing many known tractable classes of functions. Motivated by this and by existing results in entanglement theory, we define a new Holant family. This family is denoted HOLANT + and it has four freely available unary functions, including the two that are available in HOLANT c . We derive a full dichotomy for this family, which is closely related to the dichotomy for symmetric HOLANT c [8] .
As no full dichotomy is known for HOLANT c , our dichotomy sits at the frontier of Holant research. The similarity to the restricted HOLANT c dichotomy indicates that our result may be a useful stepping stone towards a full HOLANT c dichotomy, and thus to a full dichotomy for all Holant problems.
In deriving our HOLANT + dichotomy, we prove a new result in entanglement theory: given any nqubit genuinely entangled state, it is possible to find some subset of (n − 3) qubits and a projector which is a tensor product of (n − 3) computational and Hadamard basis states so that the projection leaves the remaining three qubits in a genuinely entangled state. This is a generalisation of a similar result about constructing two-qubit entangled states [25, 15] , though our result is slightly weaker: the original theorem applies for any choice of two qubits, whereas we just show that there exists some choice of three qubits for which the statement holds. It may be possible to strengthen the argument in future work.
We expect that further analysis of Holant problems using methods from quantum information and quantum computation will lead to further new insights, both into the complexity of Holant problems and into entanglement or other areas of quantum theory.
A Proofs of Lemmas 16 and 17
Lemmas 16 and 17 state that, given a genuinely entangled state on four or five qubits, respectively, it is always possible to project one of the qubits onto one of the states |0 , |1 , |+ or |− in such a way that the remaining state still contains multipartite entanglement.
In proving these statements, we use the inductive entanglement classification by Lamata et al. [20] (see also Section 4.4). This classification introduces a way of grouping the infinite number of entanglement classes into families and of determining representative states for each family. The process is the following: an n-qubit state |Ψ can be expressed as:
where |Φ 0 and |Φ 1 are linearly independent if |Ψ is genuinely entangled. A family is then determined by the type of (n − 1)-qubit entanglement found in span {|Φ 0 , |Φ 1 }. The resulting classification is invariant under SLOCC, i.e. if |Ψ 1 and |Ψ 2 are related by SLOCC, then they are in the same family. Representative states for each family are constructed by using SLOCC to eliminate as many free parameters as possible. A complete list of entanglement families with their representative states is known for four-qubit states [21, 1] . For five-qubit states, such a list does not exist yet. To avoid having to classify all five-qubit entangled states in detail, we use slightly different proof approaches for the two Lemmas.
Proof of Lemma 16. In this proof, we use the explicit inductive classification of four-qubit entanglement by Lamata et al. [21] , as updated in [1] . 5 Those two papers give 10 families of genuinely entangled four-qubit states, together with the corresponding representative states.
Any four-qubit genuinely entangled state can be written as |Ψ = (F 1 ⊗F 2 ⊗F 3 ⊗F 4 ) |Θ , where |Θ is one of the entanglement superclass representatives and F 1 , F 2 , F 3 , F 4 are invertible single-qubit operators. Then:
Now, the operator F 2 ⊗ F 3 ⊗ F 4 has no effect on the entanglement classification of |Φ ; we will therefore ignore it from now on. The operator F 1 can be absorbed into the projector, i.e. let θ | = θ | F 1 . As |θ ∈ {|0 , |1 , |+ , |− }, the set { θ |} contains four pairwise linearly independent projectors. The normalisation of the projectors does not change the entanglement classification either, so choose the following:
Pairwise linear independence then implies that at most one θ | is equal to 0|, and the others all have distinct values for x. Sometimes we will write θ | = x 0| + y 1|, with the understanding that either y = 0 or y = 1. Thus it suffices to consider the representative state |Θ of each entanglement class and the modified set of projectors { θ |}.
This leads to the following cases, taken from [21, 1] .
W 000,000 : The representative state is |GHZ 4 = |0000 + |1111 ; any non-computational basis projector yields another GHZ-type entangled state.
W 000,0 k Ψ : There are two representative states, |0000 + |1100 + |1111 and |0000 + |1101 + |1110 . In either case, projecting the first qubit onto a non-computational basis state yields a three-qubit entangled state. (That state is in the GHZ SLOCC class for the first representative and in the W SLOCC class for the second one.)
W 000,GHZ : A four-qubit state is in this entanglement superclass if it can be written as:
where span {|ϕψθ , |000 + |111 } contains no separable vectors other than |ϕψθ . Projecting the first qubit onto some state |θ satisfying θ | F 1 = x 0| + y 1| yields:
i.e. up to SLOCC an element of span {|ϕψθ , |000 + |111 }. Hence, for y = 0, this must be a three-qubit entangled state.
W 000,W : The representative state is |W 4 = |0001 + |0010 + |0100 + |1000 . The argument is analogous to that for W 000,GHZ .
W 0 k Ψ,0 k Ψ : There are two representative states (or six if one includes permutations of the last three qubits, which do not affect whether the post-projection state is genuinely entangled):
where λ = µ.
In the first case, projecting the first qubit onto a state θ | = x 0| + y 1| yields x |000 + λ x |011 + y |100 + µy |111 . This is in the GHZ SLOCC class iff (λ − µ) 2 x 2 y 2 = 0 (cf. Section 4.3), which is satisfied for any xy = 0, i.e. whenever θ | is not a computational basis state. In the second case, projecting the first qubit onto a state θ | as above yields:
x |000 + λ x |001 + λ x |010 + y |100 + µy |101 + µy |110 , which is in the W SLOCC class iff:
The last inequality is satisfied whenever xy = 0 since λ cannot be equal to µ. But λ , µ cannot both be zero, so xy = 0 is also sufficient to satisfy at least one of the first two inequalities. Hence the state is in the W class whenever the projector is not a computational basis state.
W 0 i Ψ,0 j Ψ : A four-qubit state is in this entanglement class if it can be written as:
where |Ψ 1 is a two-qubit entangled state and overbars denote linear independence. Additionally, the classification requires that span |ϕ 1 Ψ 1 , |ϕ 2 ψ 2 θ 2 + φ 2 ψ 2θ2 contain no fully separable states and no two bipartite separable states that are separable along the same partition. But there are only three different bipartitions, so any set of four pairwise linearly independent elements of span |ϕ 1 Ψ 1 , |ϕ 2 ψ 2 θ 2 + φ 2 ψ 2θ2 must contain a three-qubit entangled state.
The arguments for the four remaining cases -W 0 k ,GHZ , W 0 k ,W , W GHZ,W and W W,W -are analogous to that for W 000,GHZ .
Proof of Lemma 17. The approach here is similar to, if not quite the same as, the four-qubit case. The main difference is that the inductive classification of five-qubit entanglement does not exist yet, and we would like to avoid having to classify all the states ourselves.
Instead, we decompose any five-qubit entangled state as |0 |Φ 0 + |1 |Φ 1 , where |Φ 0 , |Φ 1 are non-vanishing four-qubit states, and consider the entanglement families of |Φ 0 and |Φ 1 . We use the computational basis on the first qubit rather than the eigenvectors of the coefficient matrix, as used in the inductive classification. As we do not care about assigning a unique entanglement family to each state but only need to ensure that each state is considered at least once, this approach simplifies the process.
Furthermore, unlike in the proof of Lemma 16, we do not transform to representative states and then use a correspondingly transformed set of projectors: instead we keep the general entangled states and the projectors are taken to be computational or Hadamard basis states.
Throughout, we do not explicitly analyse different permutations of the same state, as permutations of the qubits do not change whether there is multipartite entanglement or not. In this sense, when we give an entanglement class of the post-projection four-qubit state, the exact class is not relevant as it may change under qubit permutations; what matters is that it is a class of genuine four-partite entanglement (and this fact does not change under qubit permutations).
Following [20] , we use lower-case Greek letters to denote arbitrary single-qubit states and upper-case Greek letters to denote two-qubit entangled states. Overbars denote states that are linearly independent, e.g. |φ and φ are required to be linearly independent. We also employ the labels used by Lamata et al.: 0000 for a product state (corresponding to a degenerate signature), 00Ψ for the tensor product of two single-qubit states and a two-qubit state, and so on. Additionally, we use the label Φ for an arbitrary four-qubit entangled state -as we only care about the presence of multipartite entanglement, we do not need to distinguish the different families of four-qubit entanglement.
Thus the following cases need to be considered. 0000, 0000: In this case, we can write |Φ 0 = |φ ϕψθ and |Φ 1 = φφψθ . Then |Φ 0 ± |Φ 1 is in the GHZ 4 SLOCC class. 0000, 00Ψ: In this case, |Φ 0 = |φ ϕψθ and |Φ 1 = φφ Ψ . As in the W 000,0Ψ case of the classification of four-qubit states [21] , there are two options: either span {|ψθ , |Ψ } is spanned by two product vectors, or this subspace only contains one product vector. In the former case, |Ψ can be written as a |ψθ + b ψθ with ab = 0, in the latter as a |ψθ + b ψθ + |ψθ with b = 0. Projecting the first qubit onto |+ yields:
|φ ϕψθ + a φφ ψθ + b φφψθ or |φ ϕψθ + a φφ ψθ + b φφ ψθ + b φφψ θ .
The former is SLOCC equivalent to |0000 + |1100 + |1111 , i.e. the state is in the W 000,0Ψ class. For the latter, there are two cases: if a = 0, it is SLOCC equivalent to |0000 + |1101 + |1110 , which is also in the W 000,0Ψ class. If a = 0 on the other hand, the SLOCC equivalence is to
, which is in the W 0 k Ψ,0 k Ψ class (the equivalence is to the second canonical state with λ 1 = 0 and λ 2 = b/a). 0000, ΨΨ: : In this case, |Φ 0 = |φ ϕψθ and |Φ 1 = |ΨΦ . Now we use the above argument about product vectors in subspaces twice, for span {|φ ϕ , |Ψ } and for span {|ψθ , |Φ }. This gives four representative states for the class. Note, though, that two of the cases are related by a permutation of the qubits: namely the ones in which one of the subspaces contains two product vectors and the other does not. These two cases do not to be considered separately as the property of having genuine multipartite entanglement is invariant under qubit permutations. Hence the cases we need to distinguish are the following:
• |Ψ = a |φ ϕ + b φφ and |Φ = c |ψθ + d ψθ with ab = 0 and cd = 0: projecting the first qubit onto |± yields:
(1 ± ac) |φ ϕψθ ± ad φ ϕψθ ± bc φφ ψθ ± bd φφψθ If 1 ± ac = 0, the state is SLOCC equivalent to |0011 + |1100 + |1111 , which is in the W 000,0 k Ψ class (to see this, apply I ⊗ I ⊗ X ⊗ X). If 1 ± ac = 0, the state is SLOCC equivalent to:
which is in the W 0 k Ψ,0 k Ψ class.
• |Ψ = a |φ ϕ + b φφ and |Φ = c |ψθ + d ψθ + |ψθ , where ab = 0 and d = 0: projecting the first qubit onto |± yields:
(1 ± ac) |φ ϕψθ ± ad φ ϕψθ + |φ ϕψθ ± bc φφ ψθ ± bd φφ ψθ + φφψ θ .
If 1 ± ac = 0, this is SLOCC equivalent to:
which is in the W 0 k Ψ,0 k Ψ class. In particular, the state c |00 + d |01 + d |10 is always linearly independent from |Ψ + = |01 + |10 as ac = ∓1. If 1 ± ac = 0, the state is SLOCC equivalent to:
The two terms in parentheses are two entangled two-qubit states, and they are linearly independent. Hence this state is again in the W 0 k Ψ,0 k Ψ class.
• |Ψ = a |φ ϕ + b |φφ + φ ϕ and |Φ = c |ψθ + d ψθ + |ψθ , where b, d = 0: projecting the first qubit onto |± yields:
(1 ± ac) |φ ϕψθ ± ad φ ϕψθ + |φ ϕψθ ± bc |φφψθ + φ ϕψθ
This can be rewritten as:
|φ (1 ± ac) |ϕψθ ± ad ϕψθ ± ad |ϕψθ ± bc |φψθ ± bd φψθ ± bd |φψθ ± b φ ϕΦ
The three-qubit state in parentheses on the first line is always in the W SLOCC class, so the full four-qubit state is in the W 0Ψ,W class. 00Ψ, 0Ψ0: Analogous to the above, projecting the first qubit onto |+ results in a state from the W 0 i Ψ,0 j Ψ class, which is genuinely four-partite entangled.
00Ψ, Ψ00: In this case, |Φ 0 = |φ ϕΨ and |Φ 1 = |Φψθ , where |Ψ and |Φ are entangled two-qubit states. As in the W 0000,ΨΨ case, there are four cases, depending on whether span {|φ ϕ , |Φ } and span {|ψθ , |Ψ } contain one or two product vectors respectively. Again, the two cases where one subspace contains two product vectors and the other does not are symmetric. We therefore distinguish the following three cases.
• |Ψ = a |ψθ + b ψθ and |Φ = c |φ ϕ + d φφ , where ab = 0 and cd = 0: projecting the first qubit onto |± yields:
As a, c = 0, for at least one choice of sign a ± c = 0. For this choice, the state is in the W 000,0 k Ψ class.
• |Ψ = a |ψθ + b ψθ + |ψθ and |Φ = c |φ ϕ + d φφ , where b = 0 and cd = 0: projecting the first qubit onto |± yields:
This states is in the W 000,0 k Ψ class for any values of a, c.
• |Ψ = a |ψθ + b ψθ + |ψθ and |Φ = c |φ ϕ + d |φφ + φ ϕ , where b, d = 0: projecting the first qubit onto |± yields:
This state is in the W 000,W class for any values of a, c.
00Ψ, ΨΨ:
In this case, |Φ 0 = |φ ϕΨ and |Φ 1 = ΦΨ . Again, there are four cases, depending on whether span {|φ ϕ , |Φ } and span |Ψ , Ψ contain one or two product vectors respectively.
• |Φ = r |φ ϕ + s φφ , |Ψ = a |ψθ + b ψθ and Ψ = c |ψθ + d ψθ , where rs = 0, ab = 0, cd = 0 and ad − bc = 0: 6 projecting the first qubit onto |± yields:
(a ± cr) |φ ϕψθ + (b ± dr) φ ϕψθ ± cs φφ ψθ ± ds φφψθ Since a, b, c, d, r are all non-zero, the two expressions a ± cr and b ± dr cannot both be zero for both choices of sign. When they are not both zero, the following cases arise: -a ± cr = 0 = b ± dr: map states with an overbar to |0 , non-barred ones to |1 to get:
This state is in the W 0 k Ψ,0 k Ψ class. -a ± cr = 0 = b ± dr: map non-barred states to |0 and ones with an overbar to |1 to get:
This state is in the W 0 k Ψ,0 k Ψ class.
-a ± cr, b ± dr = 0: map non-barred states to |0 and ones with an overbar to |1 to get:
The state can be further transformed to:
by a SLOCC operation on the first qubit that re-scales the computational basis states. Now it is straightforward to check that b±dr a±cr = d c , which implies that this state is in the W 0 k Ψ,0 k Ψ class.
• |Φ = r |φ ϕ + s φφ , |Ψ = a |ψθ + b ψθ + |ψθ and (as |Ψ and Ψ must always take the same general form) Ψ = c |ψθ + d ψθ + |ψθ , where rs = 0, b = 0, d = 0 and ad − bc = 0: projecting the first qubit onto |± yields:
(a ± cr) |φ ϕψθ + (b ± dr) φ ϕψθ + |φ ϕψθ ± cs φφ ψθ ± ds φφ ψθ + φφψ θ Note that this can be rewritten as:
The parameters b, d, r are all non-zero, so there exists a choice of sign such that b ± dr = 0. For this choice, the two-qubit state in parentheses is entangled. Furthermore, it is linearly independent of Ψ as (a±cr)d −(b±dr)c = ad −bc = 0. Hence the state is in the W 0 k Ψ,0 k Ψ class.
• |Φ = r |φ ϕ + s |φφ + φ ϕ , |Ψ = a |ψθ + b ψθ and Ψ = c |ψθ + d ψθ , where s = 0, ab = 0, cd = 0 and ad − bc = 0: projecting the first qubit onto |± yields:
(a ± cr) |φ ϕψθ + (b ± dr) φ ϕψθ ± cs |φφψθ + φ ϕψθ ± ds φφψθ + φ ϕψθ
Continue the inductive classification according to the last (rather than first) qubit. This yields:
(a ± cr) |φ ϕ ± cs |φφ + φ ϕ |ψθ + (b ± dr) |φ ϕ ± ds |φφ + φ ϕ ψθ .
The two terms in parentheses are entangled two-qubit states as cds = 0. They are furthermore linearly independent. Thus the state is entangled and (up to a permutation of the qubits) in the W 0 k Ψ,0 k Ψ class.
• |Φ = r |φ ϕ + s |φφ + φ ϕ with s = 0, |Ψ = a |ψθ + b ψθ + |ψθ and Ψ = c |ψθ + d ψθ + |ψθ , where b = 0, d = 0 and ad − bc = 0: projecting the first qubit onto |± yields:
(a ± cr) |φ ϕψθ + (b ± dr) φ ϕψθ + |φ ϕψθ ± cs |φφψθ + φ ϕψθ
This state is in the W 000,W class.
0Ψ0, ΨΨ:
In this case, |Φ 0 = |φ ϕψθ + |φφψθ and |Φ 1 = |ΦΨ . Let φ be some state that is linearly independent of |φ , and similarly pick some θ . Then there exist complex numbers r, s,t, u, a, b, c, d such that:
where ru − st = 0 and ad − bc = 0. Projecting the first qubit onto |± yields (up to scalar factor):
(ar ± 1) |φ ϕψθ + br φ ϕψθ + cr |φ ϕψθ + dr φ ϕψθ + as |φφψθ + bs φφψθ + (cs ± 1) |φφψθ + ds φφψθ + at φ ϕψθ + bt φ ϕψθ + ct φ ϕψθ + dt φ ϕψθ + au φφ ψθ + bu φφ ψθ + cu φφψ θ + du φφψθ Proceeding with the inductive classification, this can be thought of as |φ |Φ 0 + φ |Φ 1 . Then |Φ 1 is always bipartite entangled of type 0 1 Ψ. The state |Φ 0 is in the GHZ SLOCC class if br + ds = 0. If br + ds = 0, it is in the W SLOCC class as long as all of the following statements hold:
As b, d cannot both be zero and r, s cannot both be zero, the non-GHZ cases are the following:
• b = 0 = s (which implies adrt = 0): -if ar ± 1 = 0, the state is in the W SLOCC class, -if ar ± 1 = 0, it is in the 0 2 Ψ class,
-if cs ± 1 = 0, the state is in the W SLOCC class,
-if cs ± 1 = 0, it is in the 0 2 Ψ class, • bdrs = 0 and br + ds = 0:
-if (ad − bc)r ± d = 0, the state is in the W SLOCC class, -if (ad − bc)r ± d = 0, it is in the 0 2 Ψ class.
In any case, the four-qubit state is entangled. 
; the argument works analogously for any other choice of indices. In this case, |Φ 0 = |ΦΨ and |Φ 1 = ΦΨ . There are four cases depending on whether span |Φ , Φ and span |Ψ , Ψ contain one or two product vectors, respectively. As before, the cases where one subspace contains two product vectors and the other contains one are symmetric; so it suffices to consider three cases.
• |Φ = r |φ ϕ + s φφ , Φ = t |φ ϕ + u φφ , |Ψ = a |ψθ + b ψθ and Ψ = c |ψθ + d ψθ , where abcdrstu = 0, ru − st = 0 and ad − bc = 0: projecting the first qubit onto |± yields:
It is straightforward to check that:
hence the two states in parentheses are always linearly independent. Thus, depending on the values of the parameters, the state belongs to the W 0 k Ψ,0 k Ψ class (if none of the four terms in parentheses in the top row vanish), the W 000,0 k Ψ class (if one of those terms vanishes), or the W 000,000 class (if two vanish). Because of the linear independence condition, the state after projection is always genuinely entangled.
• |Φ = r |φ ϕ + s φφ , Φ = t |φ ϕ + u φφ , |Ψ = a |ψθ + b ψθ + |ψθ and Ψ = c |ψθ + d ψθ + |ψθ , where bdrstu = 0, ru − st = 0 and ad − bc = 0: projecting the first qubit onto |± yields:
The argument then proceeds as in the previous case.
• |Φ = r |φ ϕ +s |φφ + φ ϕ , Φ = t |φ ϕ +u |φφ + φ ϕ , |Ψ = a |ψθ +b ψθ + |ψθ and Ψ = c |ψθ + d ψθ + |ψθ , where bdsu = 0, ru − st = 0 and ad − bc = 0: projecting the first qubit onto |± yields:
(ar ± ct) |φ ϕψθ + (br ± dt) φ ϕψθ + |φ ϕψθ + (as ± cu) |φφψθ + φ ϕψθ
Continuing with the inductive classification, we need to classify the states:
and |ϕ (as ± cu) |ψθ + (bs ± du) ψθ + |ψθ . From (88), we deduce that as ± cu and bs ± du cannot be zero at the same time, similarly br ± dt and bs ± du. Thus the latter state cannot vanish completely; it is either of type 000 (if bs ± du = 0), or 0Ψ. The former is always a W SLOCC class state. Hence the four-qubit post-projection state belongs to either the W 000,W or the W 0Ψ,W class.
; the argument works analogously for any other choice of indices. We can find single-qubit states (labelled using the usual conventions) so that:
|Φ 0 = |φ ϕψθ + φφψθ + φ ϕψθ + φφψθ .
Then |Φ 1 = |ΦΨ with: |Φ = r |φ ϕ + s |φφ + t φ ϕ + u φφ
(ar ± 1) |φ ϕψθ + br φ ϕψθ + cr |φ ϕψθ + dr φ ϕψθ + as |φφψθ + (bs ± 1) φφψθ + cs |φφψθ + ds φφψθ + at φ ϕψθ + bt φ ϕψθ + (ct ± 1) φ ϕψθ + dt φ ϕψθ + au φφ ψθ + bu φφ ψθ + cu φφψ θ + (du ± 1) φφψθ
Projecting the formerly second and now first qubit onto a state |χ satisfying χ|φ = x and χ φ = y yields:
(a(rx + ty) ± x) |ϕψθ + b(rx + ty) ϕψθ + (c(rx + ty) ± y) |ϕψθ + d(rx + ty) ϕψθ + a(sx + uy) |φψθ + (b(sx + uy) ± x) φψθ + c(sx + uy) |φψθ + (d(sx + uy) ± y) φψθ .
The vector (x, y) is the complex conjugate of the components of |χ in the |φ , φ basis, so with |χ ∈ {|0 , |1 , |+ , |− }, we get four pairwise linearly independent vectors. Now, (89) is a GHZ state iff:
(cr + ds)x 2 + (−ar − bs + ct + du)xy − (at + bu)y 2 2 = 0.
As the polynomial is the square of a quadratic form, there are at most two linearly independent null vectors (x, y) unless the quadratic form vanishes. We have a choice of four pairwise linearlyindependent vectors (x, y), so if the polynomial is not identically zero, there is one that gives a GHZ state. The state has W type if the above inequality is false and furthermore:
(−(δ r ± d)x + (−δt ± b)y)(rx + ty) = 0 ∨ (−δ s ± c)x − (δ u ± a)y)(sx + uy) = 0 ((ar + bs ± 1)x + (at + bu)y)x = 0 ∨ ((cr + ds)x + (ct + du ± 1)y)y = 0 (dx − by)(rx + ty) = 0 ∨ (cx − ay)(sx + uy) = 0, where δ = ad − bc. The GHZ polynomial is identically zero if: 0 = cr + ds = ct + du − ar − bs = at + bu.
Under that assumption, we have:
δ r ± d = adr − bcr ± d = adr + bds ± d = d(ar + bs ± 1) −δt ± b = bct − adt ± b = b(ar + bs − du) + bdu ± b = b(ar + bs ± 1) −δ s ± c = bcs − ads ± c = bcs + acr ± c = c(ar + bs ± 1) δ u ± a = adu − bcu ± a = a(ar + bs − ct) + act ± a = a(ar + bs ± 1), so the W conditions become: −(dx − by)(rx + ty)(ar + bs ± 1) = 0 ∨ (cx − ay)(sx + uy)(ar + bs ± 1) = 0 (ar + bs ± 1)x 2 = 0 ∨ (ar + bs ± 1)y 2 = 0 (dx − by)(rx + ty) = 0 ∨ (cx − ay)(sx + uy) = 0.
Note that cr + ds = 0 implies that ar + bs = 0 by entanglement of |Ψ and |Φ . If the plus or minus sign are chosen so as to make ar + bs ± 1 = 0, then the middle condition is true whenever x, y are not both zero. Now, unless x = y = 0, (rx + ty) and (sx + uy) cannot be zero simultaneously by entanglement of |Φ . Similarly, (cx − ay) and (dx − by) cannot be zero simultaneously unless x = y = 0 by entanglement of |Ψ . Thus the only way the third statement is not satisfied is if dx − by = 0 = sx + uy or rx + ty = 0 = cx − ay. That means that at least two of the four vectors (x, y) do satisfy the third statement. But then the first statement is also satisfied, so there is always a choice of (x, y) that results in a W type state.
Any other decomposition trivially contains multipartite entanglement in at least one of |Φ 0 and |Φ 1 .
B Complex QR decomposition and solutions of A T A . = X
We first extend the orthogonal QR decomposition from real to complex matrices. Recall that any real square matrix M can be written as M = QR where Q is an orthogonal matrix and R is upper (or lower) triangular. The equivalent result for complex matrices requires Q to be unitary instead of orthogonal. Nevertheless, many complex 2 by 2 matrices do admit a decomposition with a complex orthogonal matrix and an upper or lower triangular matrix. Where this is not possible, we give an alternative decomposition using the matrix K defined below instead of an orthogonal matrix. Recall that :
Lemma 24 (Orthogonal QR decomposition for complex matrices). Let M be an invertible 2 by 2 complex matrix, write O for the set of all 2 by 2 complex orthogonal matrices, and let K be as defined above. Then the following hold:
• There exists Q ∈ O ∪ {K, KX} such that Q −1 M is upper triangular.
• There exists Q ∈ O ∪ {K, KX} such that Q −1 M is lower triangular.
• If Q −1 M is neither lower nor upper triangular for any orthogonal Q, then M = KD or M = KXD, where D is diagonal.
Proof. Without loss of generality, a complex orthogonal matrix Q can be written as:
where α, β ∈ C satisfy α 2 + β 2 = 1. Write M as:
We assumed M was invertible, so det M = xw − yz = 0. Let:
x y z w = αx + β z αy + β w ∓(αz − β x) ∓(αw − β y)
For a lower triangular decomposition, we want αy + β w = 0. If y = 0, the matrix is already lower triangular, i.e. the decomposition is trivial with Q = I. Otherwise, if y = 0, the condition for lower triangularity implies α = −β w/y. Then: R = β (z − xw/y) 0 ±β (x + zw/y) ±β (y + w 2 /y) .
Now z − xw/y is non-zero because M is invertible. But for complex y, w, it is possible to have y + w 2 /y = 0, or equivalently y 2 + w 2 = 0. In that case, M cannot be equal to Q T R because R is not invertible whereas M was assumed to be. Therefore the orthogonal decomposition fails. Yet note that y 2 + w 2 = 0 is equivalent to w = ±iy. If w = iy, we have:
x y z iy = 1 2
which is lower triangular, and similarly with just K if w = −iy. Now try an upper triangular decomposition, which requires αz − β x = 0. If z = 0, the decomposition is trivial with Q = I, so assume otherwise. Then this can be rewritten as α = β x/z, and: R = β (z + x 2 /z) β (w + xy/z) 0 ±β (y − xw/z) .
As before, y − xw/z is always non-zero, but x 2 + z 2 may vanish, in which case the orthogonal decomposition fails. Then z = ±ix. Note that if z = ix:
is upper triangular, and similarly with KX if z = −ix. 
Using the complex QR decomposition, we can now consider the solutions of A T A . = X, where ' . =' denotes equality up to scalar factor.
Proposition 25. The solutions of:
A T A . = X (100)
are exactly those matrices A satisfying A = KD or A = KXD for some invertible diagonal matrix D.
Proof. First, we check that matrices of the form KD or KXD for some invertible diagonal matrix D satisfy (100). Indeed:
where D = x 0 0 y with x, y ∈ C \ {0}. Similarly:
This completes the first part of the proof. It remains to be shown that these are the only solutions of A T A . = X. Assume, for the purposes of deriving a contradiction, that there is a solution that has an orthogonal QR decomposition. In particular, suppose A = QR for some upper triangular matrix R. Then, by orthogonality of Q:
R 00 R 01 0 R 11 = R 2 00 R 00 R 01 R 00 R 01 R 2 01 + R 2
11
.
The only way for the top left component of this matrix to be zero, as required, is if R 00 is zero. Yet, in that case, the top right and bottom left components of A T A are zero too, hence A T A cannot be invertible. That is a contradiction because any non-zero scalar multiple of X is invertible. A similar argument applies if R is lower triangular. Thus, all solutions of (100) have to fall into the third case of Lemma 24: i.e. all solutions must be of the form A = KD or A = KXD.
